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Hypertension is a global public health issue and the most important preventable cause of cardiovascular diseases. Despite the
clinical availability of many antihypertensive drugs, many hypertensive patients have poor medication adherence and blood
pressure control due, at least partially, to the asymptomatic and chronic characteristics of hypertension. Immunotherapeutic
approaches have the potential to improve medication adherence in hypertension because they induce prolonged therapeutic
effects and need a low frequency of administration. -e first attempts to reduce blood pressure by using vaccines targeting the
renin-angiotensin system were made more than half a century ago; however, at the time, a poor understanding of immunology
and the mechanisms of hypertension and a lack of optimal vaccine technologies such as suitable antigen design, proper adjuvants,
and effective antigen delivery systems meant that attempts to develop antihypertensive vaccines failed. Recent advances in
immunology and vaccinology have provided potential therapeutic immunologic approaches to treat not only infectious diseases
but also cancers and other noncommunicable diseases. One important biotechnology that has had a major impact on modern
vaccinology is virus-like particle technology, which can efficiently deliver vaccine antigens without the need for artificial adjuvants.
A human clinical trial that indicated the effectiveness and safety of a virus-like particle-based antiangiotensin II vaccine marked a
turning point in the field of therapeutic antihypertensive vaccines. Here, we review the history of the development of immu-
notherapies for the treatment of hypertension and discuss the current perspectives in the field.

1. Introduction

Hypertension is a global public health issue and the most
important preventable cause of cardiovascular disease
worldwide [1, 2]. Annually, cardiovascular death accounts
for approximately 17 million deaths, of which hypertension
is responsible for 45% of deaths due to heart disease and 51%
of deaths due to stroke worldwide [3]. -e global medical
costs associated with hypertension are estimated at US$370
billion per year [4], suggesting that hypertension imposes a
tremendous economic burden on both individual patients
and healthcare systems. -erefore, the control of hyper-
tension is extremely important not only for the prevention of
life-threatening complications but also as part of cost-
containment strategies in global healthcare.

In the treatment of hypertension, the lack of clinical
symptoms is thought to result in poor medication adherence
and the cessation of therapy at the patients’ own judgment
[5]. Poor medication adherence is the main cause of failure
to achieve adequate blood pressure control and the devel-
opment of uncontrolled hypertension [6]. -erefore, new
strategies to control hypertension that effectively decrease
blood pressure and also improve medication adherence are
required.

Immunotherapeutic approaches for the treatment of
hypertension, which are often referred to as “hypertension
vaccines,” have the potential to improve health outcomes,
reduce healthcare costs, and increase medication adherence
because they induce prolonged therapeutic effects and have a
low frequency of administration [7]. Traditionally, vaccines
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are used for the prevention of infectious diseases and are
usually derived from live attenuated or inactivated micro-
organisms. In contrast, essential hypertension is a multi-
factorial disease arising from the combined action of genetic,
environmental, and other unknown factors, and there is little
evidence of the direct involvement of specific microor-
ganisms. -erefore, endogenous pressor substances, such as
those that constitute the renin-angiotensin system (RAS),
are the main targets for the development of a hypertension
vaccine.

In 1898, Tigerstedt and Bergmann first reported that
intravenous injection of extract from rabbit kidney into
other rabbits induced an increase in blood pressure [8].
Although this finding was a landmark discovery in the
pathogenesis of hypertension, it went unregarded for the
next few decades. It was not until it was revealed that renal
ischemia induced an increase in blood pressure in dogs [9]
and numerous investigators tried to elucidate the patho-
genesis of hypertension using renal ischemia models that
renin received extensive attention, which resulted angio-
tensin (Ang) being identified as a substance that causes renal
hypertension [10, 11].

Although the first half of the 20th century produced
many new insights into the pathogenesis of hypertension,
especially with respect to the RAS, the development of
treatments for hypertension was lacking. Early experiments
targeted renin for the treatment of hypertension, but few
chemical compounds were known to directly and strongly
inhibit the function of renin [12]. -erefore, prompted by
the successful development of vaccines for infectious dis-
eases, active and passive immunotherapies targeting renin
were examined as early approaches for the treatment of
hypertension.

Here, we review the history of the development of im-
munotherapies for the treatment of hypertension (Figure 1)
and discuss the current perspectives in the field.

2. Renin Vaccines

In the 1940s, the first attempts were made to develop an
immunotherapy to control hypertension. Page et al. suc-
ceeded in reducing blood pressure in hypertensive humans,
dogs, and rats by subcutaneously or intramuscularly
injecting extracts of pig kidney [13]. In their human study,
the amount of kidney extract administered daily to hyper-
tensive patients for several weeks was equivalent to 800 to
1000 g of whole fresh kidney [13]. -e injection of renal
extract did not cause an immediate fall in blood pressure, but
after several days, a clear reduction in blood pressure was
observed. However, using such a large amount of kidneys
per patient is not practical in the clinic, and therefore,
another method is required. In terms of safety, there were no
serious adverse events directly related to the therapy;
however, local skin reactions at the injection site and low-
grade fever were observed [13]. Around the same time,
another group also demonstrated that daily intramuscular
injection of pig renin for two months decreased blood
pressure in hypertensive dogs, from an average femoral
blood pressure of 164mmHg to 114mmHg, without any

adverse events [14]. -ese findings showed the antihyper-
tensive properties of heterologous renin (i.e., renin vaccine)
and marked a great advance in the treatment of
hypertension.

In a subsequent clinical study, vaccination of hyper-
tensive patients with pig renin twice a week for several weeks
or months induced the production of anti-renin antibodies
in some vaccines but did not induce a reduction in blood
pressure [15]. -is failure to attenuate hypertension in
humans may have been a result of the insufficient neu-
tralization potency by human antibodies against pig renin
because other studies indicated that antibodies against pig
renin have little effect on human renin [16, 17]. Subsequent
studies confirmed the antihypertensive effects of immuni-
zation with pig kidney extract in dogs [16, 18, 19] and
monkeys [20], but not in humans [16]. Later, it was found
that homologous renin could be chemically altered to make
it antigenic; in dogs with renal hypertension, subcutaneous
administration of acetylated dog renin three times a week for
10weeks was shown to progressively reduce blood pressure
to the normotensive level [21]. -erefore, examinations
began into using homologous renin for immunization of
human hypertensive patients.

Adjuvants were also used to amplify the immunogenicity
of homologous renin. Freund’s complete adjuvant (FCA)
and Freund’s incomplete adjuvant (FIA) are commonly used
adjuvants in animal research. FIA is essentially paraffin oil
containing mannide monooleate as a surfactant, and FCA is
FIA with the addition of heat-killed mycobacterium [22].
When a vaccine antigen is mixed with these adjuvants, a
viscous water-in-oil emulsion is formed that is suitable for
injection and stimulates the innate immunity. Subcutaneous
injection of purified human renin together with FCA at the
first administration and FIA at following administrations
induced a dramatic reduction in blood pressure in nor-
motensive marmosets [23]. Interestingly, these antihyper-
tensive effects were induced after only three immunizations
at intervals of three weeks [23], whereas most previous renin
vaccines needed more than three injections per week for
several weeks or even months before an effect was seen.
However, despite this success, all of the vaccinated mar-
mosets unexpectedly died from autoimmune renal disease
[23]. Reexaminations were immediately performed in which
marmosets were immunized with recombinant human renin
in combination with Freund’s adjuvants, and rats were
immunized with mouse renin extracted from the sub-
mandibular gland of mice in combination with Freund’s
adjuvants [24, 25]. From these studies, it was concluded that
vaccination against renin induced autoimmune interstitial
disease localized in the kidney but not the heart, aorta, or
other organs [24, 25]. -is autoimmune interstitial nephritis
was characterized by the presence of immunoglobulins
colocalized with renin, interstitial periarteriolar cellular
infiltration, and fibrosis around the juxtaglomerular appa-
ratus, suggesting both humoral and cellular immune re-
sponses at the major sites of renin production, storage, and
release [24, 25]. Similarly, vaccine-induced autoimmune
diseases were also reported in studies evaluating an amyloid
beta-peptide 42 vaccine (AN1792) for Alzheimer’s disease.
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In a phase II study in patients with Alzheimer’s disease, 6%
of patients intramuscularly immunized with AN1792 de-
veloped meningoencephalitis independent of antibody titer
[26]. A -1-based T-cell response induced by AN1792 may
explain this induction of autoimmune meningoencephalitis
[27].

Because the pathogenesis of the autoimmune diseases
caused by immunization with renin or AN1792 could not be
fully elucidated, the development of renin vaccines was
stalled for a long time. However, recently, the use of partial
renin peptides has been examined for the development of a
safe and effective hypertension vaccine. -e active site of
human renin is a deep cleft between the N- and the
C-terminal domains [28]. Human renin possesses a flap
segment that lies across the cleft and holds the substrate at
the catalytic site [29]. Recently, a potential epitope of rat and
human renin, which included a catalytic site or flap se-
quence, was antigenic and hydrophobic and had low or no
similarity with other host proteins was reported [30]. Six
short peptides comprising amino acid sequences located
within residues 32–38, 72–81, or 215–221 of the N-terminal
of human or rat renin (named hR32, hR72, hR215, rR32,
rR72, and rR215) were produced and coupled to keyhole
limpet hemocyanin (KLH) [30]. Conjugation of a peptide
epitope to a carrier protein is often used to overcome im-
mune tolerance against self-antigens. KLH is a widely used
carrier protein that also contains a T-cell epitope, meaning
that KLH conjugates can induce specific immune responses
to small molecular mass haptens [31]. Subcutaneous im-
munization with these partial renin peptides coupled to KLH
together with Freund’s adjuvants-elicited antigen-specific
antibodies in rats [30]. Of the six peptides examined, rR32 is

the most promising because its subcutaneous administration
to spontaneously hypertensive rats (SHRs) produced the
strongest reduction in plasma renin activity and blood
pressure without immune-mediated damage [30]. -us,
epitope-based vaccines could be novel lead molecules for the
development of renin vaccines, but further studies are
needed to clarify their efficacy and safety.

3. Immunotherapies against Angiotensin-
Converting Enzyme

Skeggs and colleagues first isolated angiotensin-converting
enzyme (ACE; formerly hypertensin-converting enzyme) in
1956 [32]. In the 1970s, research to examine the localization
of ACE began in which normotensive animals were im-
munized with purified heterologous ACE to obtain fluo-
rescein-labeled anti-ACE antibodies [33, 34]. Around the
same time, an animal experiment evaluating passive im-
munization with anti-ACE antibody revealed that passive
immunization with goat antibodies specific for rabbit ACE
suppressed the vasopressor response to angiotensin I [35].
However, anti-rabbit ACE antibodies intravenously injected
to rabbits were found to bind to the alveolar capillary wall,
leading to lethal pulmonary edema [36]. As a result of safety
concerns about anti-ACE antibody-induced lethal lung
damage, development of an ACE vaccine was stopped.

4. Angiotensin I Vaccines

In 1970, Johnston et al. first evaluated the effect of an
asparaginyl-5-valine (Val5) Ang I vaccine (with Freund’s ad-
juvants) on blood pressure in bilateral-kidney-wrap rabbits but
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Figure 1: Historical development of hypertension vaccines. ACE: angiotensin converting enzyme; Ang: angiotensin; AT1R: angiotensin II
type 1 receptor.
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reported that this vaccine did not suppress the pressor response
to kidney wrapping [37]. -ree decades later, Gardiner et al.
created a series of Ang I vaccines comprising Ang I peptide
coupled to tetanus toxoid (TT), diphtheria toxin, or KLH
carrier proteins and mixed with diethylaminoethyl cellulose or
aluminum hydroxide adjuvants, and they were able to report
the first antihypertensive effects of Ang I vaccines [38]. Of the
combinations examined, vaccination with 5μg of Ang I-TT
mixed with aluminum hydroxide at 0, 14, and 28days induced
the highest anti-Ang I antibody titer and suppressed Ang
I-induced pressor responses in Sprague Dawley (SD) rats [38].
In a subsequent study, they compared the effectiveness of using
TTand KLH as carrier proteins for immunization in humans;
although Ang I-TT and Ang I-KLH induced equivalent IgG
antibody responses and attenuation of Ang I-induced pressor
responses in SD rats, only Ang I-KLH induced IgG antibodies
in humans [39]. Epitopic suppression resulting from previous
exposure to TT is a plausible reason for the poor antibody
response in humans. In addition, contrary to expectation, the
anti-Ang I IgG response generated by the Ang I-KLH vaccine
was insufficient to attenuate pressor responses following Ang I
or Ang II challenge in human healthy volunteers [39]. In a
subsequent randomized double-blind placebo-controlled
phase II clinical trial, the antihypertensive effect of three or four
subcutaneous immunizations with PMD3117 vaccine (100μg
of Ang I-KLH adsorbed on an aluminum hydroxide adjuvant)
was evaluated in patients with essential hypertension; it was
found that immunization with PMD3117 increased plasma
renin and decreased urinary aldosterone, suggesting blockade
of the RAS, but failed to decrease blood pressure [40].

5. Angiotensin II Vaccines

In 1968, Oken and Biber reported the antihypertensive ef-
fects of an Ang II vaccine: immunization with Val5-Ang II
coupled to rat albumin together with FCA three or four
times at intervals of at least two weeks did not reduce blood
pressure but did suppress vasopressor responses against the
administration of exogenous Ang II in SD rats [41]. Sub-
sequent examination of the Val5-Ang II vaccine revealed that
it also had suppressive effects on Ang II-induced vasopressor
responses in renovascular hypertensive rabbits [42] and that
it reduced blood pressure in renovascular hypertensive rats
[43]. However, other studies did not show any preventive
and therapeutic effects of Ang II vaccine on hypertension in
renovascular hypertensive rabbits [37, 44], renovascular
hypertensive rats [37, 45], or SHRs [46].

Virus-like particles (VLPs) are a new immunological
approach for the induction of B-cell responses that has
been applied to the development of a hypertension vaccine
[47, 48]. Because VLPs are formed by structural viral
proteins that are able to self-assemble and have antigenic
epitopes that induce humoral immune responses, in-
corporation of target antigens into VLPs can improve the
presentation of foreign antigens to the immune system
[49]. In fact, immunization with Ang II peptide conjugated
to VLP derived from the RNA of bacteriophage Qβ
(AngQβ) reduced blood pressure (systolic blood pressure
reduced by up to 21mmHg) without serious adverse events

in SHRs [47]. -ereafter, in a phase I clinical study, a single
injection with 100 μg of AngQβ to healthy volunteers eli-
cited anti-Ang II IgG antibodies with no serious adverse
events, but most participants showed local adverse events
such as erythema, edema, pain, and induration at the in-
jection site [47]. In 2008, human phase IIa testing of AngQβ
in hypertensive patients (AngQβ study 1) was conducted
and successfully showed that AngQβ has antihypertensive
effects [48]. In study 1, 72 patients with mild-to-moderate
hypertension were randomly assigned to receive three
subcutaneous injections of 100 or 300 μg of AngQβ, or
placebo, at 0, 4, and 12weeks. -e titer of IgG antibodies
against Ang II was strongly increased after the second
injection in vaccinated subjects, and the half-life of anti-
body titer after the final immunization was 17 weeks. In the
participants given 300 μg of AngQβ, the mean ambulatory
blood pressure at 2 weeks after the final vaccination was
significantly reduced by 9.0/4.0mmHg compared with the
placebo. In particular, morning blood pressure was
markedly lowered by 25/13mmHg, suggesting that AngQβ
has particularly strong efficacy against the morning surge in
blood pressure.

Next, a phase II study of AngQβ testing an accelerated
treatment regimen with injection of 300 μg of AngQβ at 0, 2,
4, 6, and 10weeks was conducted (AngQβ study 2). Al-
though the antibody titers induced by this intensive regimen
were 5 times those observed in study 1, the reduction in
blood pressure (− 2.5/− 0.9mmHg) was much lower [50]. In
an additional study testing a higher dose of AngQβ ad-
ministered following the accelerated treatment regimen
(540 μg at 0, 2, 4, 6, and 10weeks; AngQβ study 3), antibody
titers were also higher than those observed in study 1 but the
reduction in blood pressure was much lower and did not
achieve statistical significance compared with placebo.
Contrary to expectations, antibody affinity (i.e., strength of
binding to Ang II) was lower in studies 2 and 3 than in study
1 [50]. One possible reason for this was that affinity mat-
uration was impaired by too frequent antigen administra-
tion. Following these results, the pharmaceutical
development of AngQβ was discontinued.

6. Angiotensin II Type 1 Receptor Vaccines

In 1999, Zelezna et al. demonstrated that immunization
against angiotensin II type 1 receptor (AT1R) attenuated the
development of hypertension in young SHRs [51]. -eir
AT1R vaccine was composed of bovine gamma globulin-
conjugated AT1R partial peptides corresponding to residues
14–23 of the N-terminal part of AT1 receptor together with
Freund’s adjuvant. Five immunizations with AT1R vaccine
from 1month of age at one-month intervals induced anti-
gen-specific IgG antibodies and reduced mean arterial
pressure by about 10% [51]. However, immunization with
the AT1R vaccine did not change blood pressure in mature
hypertensive SHRs or normotensive Wistar Kyoto rats.
Another AT1R vaccine (residues 165–191), created by Wang
et al., also did not decrease blood pressure in normotensive
Wistar rats [52].
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Because the second extracellular loop, especially residue
Phe182, of AT1R is an important part of the Ang II binding
pocket [53], we and another group examined the second
extracellular loop of AT1R as a vaccine target [54–57].
Subcutaneous immunization with AT1R peptide (residues
181–187) conjugated to TT or KLH in combination with
Freund’s adjuvants successfully attenuated hypertension in
SHRs [54, 56]. Single immunization with AT1R-KLH in-
duced antigen-specific serum IgG antibodies, but the anti-
body titer was lower than those produced by three or six
immunizations, and it did not decrease blood pressure in
SHRs [54]. In contrast, three doses of AT1R-KLH vaccine
induced an effective immune response and antihypertensive
effect equivalent to those provided by six doses of vaccine
[54].-ree doses of subcutaneous immunization with 100 μg
of AT1R-KLH in combination with FCA at first adminis-
tration and FIA at following administrations to SHRs at 4, 6,
and 8weeks of age attenuated the elevation of blood pressure
(systolic blood pressure of vaccinated rats − 44mmHg vs.
control rats); this attenuation of hypertension was equivalent
to that provided by continuous administration of cande-
sartan cilexetil (0.1mg·kg− 1·day− 1) and was sustained for
25weeks after the final immunization [54].

VLPs derived from bacteriophage Qβ were also used to
develop a vaccine targeting AT1R [57]. Chen et al. covalently
conjugated AT1R peptide (residues 181–187) to VLP Qβ and
immunized SHRs with 100 μg of AT1R peptide conjugated to
VLP Qβ (ATRQβ-001) in combination with aluminum
hydroxide at 6 and 8weeks of age. ATRQβ-001 vaccination
decreased systolic blood pressure by 19mmHg and atten-
uated left ventricular hypertrophy [57].-e antihypertensive
effect generated by ATRQβ-001 was sustained for 84 days
after the final immunization.

7. Organ-Protective Effects of Vaccines

Recently accumulated evidence has clearly indicated that
vaccination targeting the RAS induces not only a reduction
in blood pressure but also attenuates hypertensive organ
damage, including that in the kidney, heart, brain, and
arteries. Previously, we reported that three doses of sub-
cutaneous vaccination with 100 μg of AT1R-KLH in
combination with Freund’s adjuvant prevented hyperten-
sive kidney damage caused by NG-nitro-L-arginine methyl
ester- (L-NAME-) induced endothelial injury in SHRs at a
level equivalent to continuous administration of cande-
sartan cilexetil, whereas no renoprotective effect against
L-NAME-induced kidney damage was observed in hy-
dralazine-treated SHRs that had blood pressure controlled
to a level almost equal to that of the AT1R-KLH-vaccinated
SHRs, indicating that ATR1-KLH vaccination prevents
hypertensive kidney damage independent, at least partially,
of the vaccine’s antihypertensive effects [54]. Subsequently,
Ding et al. reported a protective effect of AT1R vaccine on
diabetic nephropathy: three subcutaneous immunizations
with 400 μg of ATRQβ-001 in combination with aluminum
hydroxide reduced blood pressure and concomitantly
prevented podocyte injury and renal fibrosis and in-
flammation, resulting in decreases in urine protein and

serum creatinine levels in streptozotocin-induced diabetic
SD rats [58].

-e cardioprotective effects of Ang II vaccine and AT1R
vaccine have also been reported. -ree subcutaneous im-
munizations (5 μg/dose) of Ang II-KLH-conjugate vaccine
in combination with Freund’s adjuvants prevented cardiac
dysfunction and attenuated cardiac fibrosis after myocardial
infarction in SD rats [59]. Similarly, ATRQβ-001, when
subcutaneously injected twice before and three times after
the induction of myocardial infarction, attenuated myo-
cardial inflammation and fibrosis in C57BL/6 mice, resulting
in improvement of cardiac function and survival [60].

In addition to cardioprotective effects, Ang II-KLH
vaccine also been shown to induce cerebroprotective effects
[61]. -ree doses of subcutaneous immunization with Ang
II-KLH vaccine together with Freund’s adjuvants induced
anti-Ang II serum IgG antibody that penetrated into is-
chemic lesions across a broken blood-brain barrier, resulting
in inhibition of oxidative stress and reduction in infarction
size after induction of cerebral infarction in Wistar rats [61].
Vaccination against AT1R may also prevent atherosclerosis
preceding the onset of organ damage; in apolipoprotein
E-null mice, multiple subcutaneous injections of ATRQβ-
001 vaccine reduced plaque size in the aortic sinus and
suppressed macrophage accumulation in the plaque [62].

8. Current and Future Perspectives

In addition to VLPs, other recent advances in vaccine
technologies (i.e., DNA vaccination and the use of nano-
particles for vaccine delivery) have also been used in hy-
pertension vaccine development. DNA vaccines have several
advantages over traditional vaccines, including prolonged
antigen expression, improved stability, and more rapid
production [63]. Koriyama et al. created a plasmid vector
encoding a fusion protein between Ang II and hepatitis B
core (HBc) as an Ang II DNA vaccine [64]. -ree in-
tradermal immunizations to SHRs with 100 μg of DNA
without exogenous adjuvant by using a needleless injector at
two-week intervals successfully induced antigen-specific
antibody responses that were sustained for at least 6months
and promoted a decrease in systolic blood pressure that was
correlated with antibody titer and sustained for at least
6months [64]. Further analyses revealed that the Ang II-
HBc fusion protein contained immunogenic T-cell epitopes
for the activation of T cells that meant that exogenous ad-
juvants were not needed, suggesting that the Ang II DNA
vaccine induced sufficient humoral immune responses to
suppress Ang II function while avoiding the activation of
unnecessary self-reactive T cells [64]. Following these suc-
cessful results, Ang II DNA vaccine is being evaluated in an
ongoing phase I/II clinical study.

Our group created a nasal AT1R vaccine using a nano-
particle-based vaccine delivery system [7]. All previously re-
ported anti-RAS vaccines were administered by systemic
injection via the subcutaneous, intradermal, or intramuscular
routes, but it has been reported from a clinical trial that in-
jection of Ang II vaccine often induced localized skin adverse
reactions such as edema, induration, and physiological pain at
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the injection site [48]. -e mucosal route, including the oral
and nasal routes of administration, is a noninvasive vaccine
strategy to avoid such injection-related problems. However,
because intranasal administration of peptide-based antigen
alone often fails to induce a sufficient antigen-specific immune
response due to the presence of physiological defense mech-
anisms in the digestive and respiratory tracts, an efficient
antigen-delivery system is required [65]. We used a nano-
meter-sized hydrogel (nanogel) made from cationic cholesteryl
group-bearing pullulan (cCHP) that effectively and safely
delivers antigens to antigen-presenting dendritic cells in the
nasal epithelium [65]. AT1R-PspA antigen comprising AT1R
partial peptides (residues 181–187) coupled to pneumococcal
surface protein A (PspA) was incorporated into the cCHP
nanogel together with cyclic di-GMP adjuvant. Five doses of
intranasal administration of AT1-PspA vaccine containing
10μg of vaccine antigen at one-week intervals induced the
production of AT1R-specific serum IgG antibody and atten-
uated the elevation of systolic blood pressure (− 16.8mmHg vs.
control) in SHRs [7]. Interestingly, intranasal immunization
with AT1R-PspA vaccine also has the potential to protect from
lethal pneumococcal infection because AT1R-PspA antigen
also possesses epitopes of Streptococcus pneumoniae [7]. -e
concept of simultaneous protection against two distinct
common human disorders, in this case, a communicable
disease and a noncommunicable disease, may be an innovative
and creative approach for the future development of hyper-
tension vaccines because hypertension is a risk factor and poor
prognostic factor for infectious diseases.

9. Conclusions

Evidence accumulated over more than half a century re-
garding the efficacy of therapeutic hypertension vaccines
indicates that vaccines targeting the RAS can decrease blood
pressure and attenuate hypertensive organ damage. -e
immunotherapeutic approach has advantages over tradi-
tional antihypertensive agents in that it can improve med-
ication adherence; this is because it induces prolonged
therapeutic effects and so needs a low frequency of ad-
ministration. Vaccines against the RAS offer a promising
means of reducing the economic burden caused by hyper-
tension and its related disorders while increasing the rate of
patients with adequate blood pressure control. Although no
vaccine product is clinically approved as a therapeutic
vaccine against hypertension, Ang II DNA vaccine is cur-
rently under clinical investigation (phase I/II trial) and
expected to be proven its safety and effectiveness. In the near
future, the immunotherapeutic approach may result in the
development of novel hypertension therapies.
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